Addendum

As of July 19, 2017 - changes to the Final Program and Schedule. (All updates here have been made to the Abstracts.)

**Added Talks:**
- CDM 2/Abstract #507- Analyzing Skill Mastery Patterns by a Generalized Nonparametric Cognitive Diagnosis Model
- Symposium 9: Average Causal Treatment Effects in Meta-Analyses With Binary Outcome in place of Standard Errors of Adjusted Probabilities of Success in Logistic Regression

**Added Poster:**
- FCM/Poster #105- The Study of Cognitive Diagnostic Assessment by Applying APOS Instruction Theory, Chien-Ming Cheng

**Withdrawn Talks:**
- DIF 2/Abstract #140- A Hierarchical Bayesian Framework for Trait Measurement When Items Might Have DIF
- UNF 1/Abstract #645- Information Functions for the GGUM-RANK Multidimensional-Forced-Choice Model
- CDM6/Abstract #602 - Hierarchical Rater Model in Cognitive Diagnosis
- IRT 3 /Abstract #326- Some Considerations on the Derivation of Logistic Item Response Theory Models
- SEM 2 /Abstract #196 - Robust Confidence Intervals for Structural Equation Modelling with Improved Robustness
- CAT 1 /Abstract #421- Measuring Non-Compensatory Multidimensional Structures with Computerized Adaptive Testing

**Withdrawn Poster:**
- Poster #61- Investigating Free-Baseline DIF Detection Method of the Multidimensional Forced-Choice IRT Model
- Poster #82- Examining Model Fit in Confirmatory Factor Analysis with Ordinal Data

**Change in Chair:**
- IRT 3: Change ‘George Engelhard Jr.’ to ‘Muirne Paap’
- IRT 1: Change “Andreas Frey” to “Joost van Ginkel”

**Change in Lead Presenter:**
- IRT 1: Cognitive and Psychometric Perspectives on Rater Accuracy in Writing Assessment
  Change ‘George Engelhard Jr.’ to ‘Jue Wang’
- CFA 1: Examining the Cross-Cultural Applicability via Generalizability Theory
  Change ‘Sumeyra Soysal’ to ‘Çiğdem Akin Arıkan’
- Symposium 9: Average Causal Treatment Effects in Meta-Analyses With Binary Outcome
  Change ‘Andreas Neudecker’ to ‘Adrian Jusepeitis’

**Change in Spelling:**
- Posters #45, 75: Change to “Yu-Lim Kang” from “Yu-lim Kang” (Misspelling)
- Posters #45, 68, 77, 97, 98, 103: Change to “Guemin Lee” from “Gue min Lee” (Misspelling)